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**Village Leader**

Village leaders help to facilitate spiritual growth and deepened relationships.

As a Village leader, you will partner with adult Village leaders to lead Village on Monday or Thursday nights.

Village is a co-ed group that has a regular, monthly rhythm of time in the Word, time serving together, and time hanging out together—always sharing a meal together.

**Host**

Hosts help to welcome all who come through the door.

As a Host, you will work as a part of a HOST team to help create a welcoming environment in our ministry’s largest gatherings.

At College Life Group (Sunday mornings), hosts will help with setup and tear down (related to facilities, breakfast, signage) and facilitate connections with students at our new “big blue wall.”

At AUXANO (Tuesday nights), hosts will help with setup and tear down (related to facilities, coffee, signage) and facilitate connections with students at our “big blue wall.”

**Tech**

Techs help to create an excellent environment.

As a tech, you will work as a part of a TECH team to run audio, video, or lighting at AUXANO (Tuesday nights), as well as audio for College Life Group (Sunday mornings).

**Events**

Event planners help to create the space for connections to happen.

As an event planner, you will work as a part of an EVENT team to help plan and put on two events for the College Ministry per semester.

**Social Media**

Posters help to promote and recap what is happening in the ministry.

As a poster, you will work as a part of a SOCIAL MEDIA team to help plan and post to our College Ministry Social Media accounts.